The Resuscitation Armoire unites state-of-the-art technology with design and function to provide a comprehensive and modern infant care station. Our Resuscitation Armoire features a laminated wood cabinet with an integrated Infant Warmer System. All of the equipment needed for infant resuscitation is contained inside the armoire. An infant Bassinet comes down for full, three-sided access to allow multiple caregivers the necessary room to tend to the infant. The heater head rotates out over the bassinet, providing a controlled, warm environment for the resuscitation.

Adjustable shelves provide ample storage for supplies and equipment.

An accessory slide is mounted inside the cabinet to hold a resuscitator.

**Features**

- Great Design Aesthetic
- Adjustable Shelves
- Ample Storage Cabinets
- Accessory Mounting Rail(s)
- Integrated Bassinet with mattress
- Integrated Infant Warmer
- A large variety of colors available in Laminate or Thermofoil
**Dimensions:**
48” wide x 24” deep and 84” tall